You cannot clean your
way out of COVID-19.
Our current strategies are
too vulnerable to human
error and noncompliance.
We need a smarter 		
strategy to return safely
to a more natural use of
our public indoor spaces.

making a CASE
What if safety wasn’t dependant on not missing a spot while cleaning?
What if you had a “mask” for your entire environment?
CASE Approved Strategies take the human error out of the equation,
keeping your facility clean and inhabitants protected without the guesswork.

Continuous....

Must continually provide protection as soon as new pathogens
are introduced into the environment.

Active.............

Must actively eliminate pathogen on contact with air and/or 		
surface around the user.

Safe................

Must be safe to apply/use indoors while humans are present.
No harmful carcinogens or other contaminates produced.

Ease of use...

Must allow users of the space to be more normalized and natural
in their use of the environment.
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CASE APPROVED STRATEGIES

| It’s Nanoed Barrier Technology

Long-lasting protection
and peace of mind.
It’s Nanoed™ Barrier Technology applied to your surfaces once every 30 days creates a barrier only nanometers
thick, preventing harmful microbes from attaching to the
surface and destroying them on contact (similar to a balloon
landing on a bed of nails.) The overall result is a surface which
“mechanically kills” pathogens before they can adhere and
spread. Utilizing the same nano barrier technology - It’s
Nanoed™ Hand Sanitizer last 8 hours on skin and, unlike
alcohol-based hand sanitizers, poses no risk when inhaled
or applied to the skin.

99.99% effective against
most common germs,
bacteria and viruses.

FDA & EPA Approved.
All organic ingredients.

Surface barrier effective
against pathogens for
30 days.

No alcohol or harsh
chemicals. Poses no risk
when inhaled or applied
to skin.

VOC free. Doesn’t
require use of special
PPE to apply.

With It’s Nanoed Barrier Protection and
Hand Sanitizer you can return students
and teachers to a more natural and
connected hands on learning experience
- safely.

For a more detailed presentation on
It’s Nanoed reach out to our experts
today.
Russ Nagel
rnagel@meteoreducation.com
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